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2. Experimental

2.1. Catalysts preparation

The Te- and V-substituted phosphomolybdic cesium salt
(CsTeV) was synthesized as described previously [7]. The tellu-
rium-containing cesium salts were first prepared by dropwise
addition of 0.4 mL of an aqueous solution containing 1.3 g of ce-
sium chloride to a 140 mL aqueous solution of 8.16 g of phospho-
molybdic acid and various amounts of telluric acid. After 1 h
under stirring at 80 �C, the solution was dried at reduced pressure
and the solid obtained, which was dried at 125 �C and calcined un-
der a flow of air at 360 �C for 6 h. Vanadium was then introduced
by maintaining the cesium salt re-hydrated at room temperature
in air for 3 h, under reflux and then stirring in a solution of toluene
containing vanadium acetylacetonate (V[C5O2H7]3 FLUKA 1347-
99-8). The solid dried under reduced pressure at 60 �C was not cal-
cined but directly used for the preparation of the phase mixtures or
heated under the catalytic reaction flow when tested as pure
phase.

The low temperature monoclinic a form of La2Mo2O9 (LM) has
been prepared by solid–solid reaction between MoO3and La2O3.
La2O3 was previously heated up to 1000 �C in order to remove ad-
sorbed water and carbon dioxide [8]. To prepare b-La2Mo1.9V0.1O9

(sample LMV1), V2O5 was partially substituted to molybdenum
oxide for the preparation of the ternary oxide. The starting oxides
were weighted with the chosen stoichiometry and mixed by co-
grinding by hand. The solid mixture was then introduced in an alu-
mina crucible to be heat treated at 500 �C. It was then subjected to
heating and grinding several times in acetone to homogenize it un-
til a single LAMOX phase was obtained. For pure La2Mo2O9, two
heat treatments for 15 h at 900 �C were enough, whereas for La2-

Mo1.9V0.1O8.95, seven heat treatments for 15 h at 925 �C were nec-
essary. This was because the transitory formation of LaVO4was
difficult to avoid. Two other b-La2Mo1.9V0.1O9 samples have been
prepared with higher- and lower-specific surface area. The sample
with a higher surface (LMV2) was prepared using the thermal
decomposition of [La, Mo, V] metal chelate complexes. Citric acid
(CA) was used as a chelating agent in the molar ratio CA/M � 6
(M = [La] + [Mo] + [V]). A sticky gel is obtained on a hot plate by
slowly evaporating the solution at 110 �C for a few hours, and by
drying the product at 120 �C for about 30 min. The calcination of
this gel was carried out in air at 300 �C for 5 h. The fine powder ob-
tained, which was brown in color, was then hand ground and fired
twice at 560 �C (temperature determined from TG/DT analyses per-
formed on Q600SDT TA instruments apparatus) under pure oxygen
flow (1 atm) for 1 h and 2 h, respectively. The sample with a lower-
specific surface area (LMV3) was prepared by simply calcining the
LMV2 sample at 900 �C for 12 h. The phase mixtures were
obtained by mixing the respective powders and hand grinding
them for 5–10 min. They were designated according to their
nominal composition. For example, CsTeV-LM (50–50) denotes a
solid containing the same weight of La2Mo2O9 and Cs2Te0.3(VO)0.1-
HxPMo12O40.

2.2. Catalysts characterization

The pure phases and physical-phase mixtures have been char-
acterized by different techniques. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
patterns were collected at room temperature with a Brüker
D5005 diffractometer using the Ni-filtered Cu–Ka radiations. They
were recorded with 0.02� (2h) steps in the angular range of 3–80
with 1s counting time per step.

Chemical analysis was determined by atomic emission for Mo,
V, Te, and P, using an induced plasma technique, and for Cs, using
an air–acetylene flame on a SPECTROLAME-ICP from SPECTRO.
Specific surface areas were measured by the BET method on a
Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument by adsorption of liquid nitro-
gen on the samples after desorption at 250 �C for 3 h under second-
ary vacuum. The precision of the measurements was 0.1 m2g�1.

Raman spectra were recorded using a DILOR XY spectropho-
tometer equipped with an intensified photodiode array detector.
The emission line at 514.5 nm from an ArC ion laser (Spectra Phys-
ics, Model 2016) was used for excitation at low power (about
1 mW). The particle size and morphology of the solids (fresh, after
reaction conditions) were examined through a Hitachi S800 scan-
ning electron microscope (25 kV). Powdered specimens were
spread on the SEM slabs and sputtered with gold.

2.3. Catalytic testing

The oxidation of isobutane was performed in a fixed bed reactor
operating at atmospheric pressure under conditions described
elsewhere [5]. The catalytic properties were determined between
310 and 360 �C in a conventional flow reactor with a catalyst
amount of either 0.5, 1 or 2 g. Two feedstock compositions with
different O2:C4H10 ratios and dilutions into N2 (O2:C4H10:H2O:N2 =
30.3:22.4:10:37.3 or 10:10:10:70) but the same water content and
gas hour space velocity (2500 h�1) have been used to test the cat-
alysts. The gases at the outlet of the reactor (isobutane, isobutene,
CO, and CO2) were analyzed on line with an on-line gas chromato-
graph with Porapak-Q and CP-Molsieve columns. The organic sub-
strates, methacrolein (MA), acetic acid (AcA), methacrylic acid
(MAA), acrylic acid (Acry), and acetone (Ace) were condensed dur-
ing the reaction and analyzed off-line [5]. The catalytic data were
collected after at least 8 h in the reaction conditions and for at least
48 h. No change in catalytic properties was observed during this
time. Blank tests without catalyst have been performed to show
that homogeneous reaction was negligible in the range of temper-
ature studied. Carbon balances have been calculated and were sat-
isfactory for all the runs to within ±2%. The catalyst was recovered
after a rapid quenching from the reaction temperature to room
temperature with a concomitant shift of the reaction gas flow to
a nitrogen flow.
3. Results

The chemical analyzes of the pure phases (CsTeV, LM, and LMV)
were in good agreement with the desired stoichiometries and the
presence of single phases was detected by X-ray powder diffrac-
tion. The CsTeV and LM phase mixtures with different relative
phase ratios have first been tested as catalysts for the partial oxida-
tion of isobutane into methacrylic acid. The results obtained are
presented in Table 1 and in Fig. 1. The CsTeV phase was very active
with a high selectivity to MAA, whereas the pure LM phase was
very poorly active and mostly selective to isobutene. When the
LM content increased up to 50% in the CsTeV-LM phase mixtures,
the conversion slightly increased or remained constant whereas
the selectivity to MMA increased passing through a maximum
for about 20% of LM. Isobutene, which was observed as a product
on the LM phase, was not observed on the phase mixtures similarly
to the CsTeV phase. At high LM content both the activity and the
selectivity to MAA and MA decreased. This behavior of the catalysts
was observed independently of the reaction temperature (Table 1).
The apparent activation energies for the conversion of isobutane
remained approximately the same for the phase mixtures as for
the CsTeV catalyst (Ea = 76 ± 3 kcal/mol), which tend to show that
the same reaction mechanism was still present, and that it was
the number of active sites that changed.



Fig. 1. Variation of the conversion of isobutane (j) and of the selectivity in
MAA + MA (h), MAA (�), MA (s), AcA (M), and COx (O) as a function of the wt.% of
LM in the CsTeV-LM phase mixtures. The reaction was run at 369 �C; feedstock
composition: O2/C4H10/H2O/N2 = 27/14/10/50; total flow = 30 mL min�1.

Fig. 2. Variation of the conversion of isobutane (j) and of the selectivity in
MAA + MA (h), MAA (�), MA (s), AcA (M), and COx (O) as a function of the wt.% of
LMV1 (LMV with 6 m2g�1) in the CsTeV-LMV phase mixtures. The reaction was run
at 360 �C; feedstock composition: O2/C4H10/H2O/N2 = 10/10/10/70; total flow =
30 mL min�1.

Table 1
Catalytic performances with the mechanical mixtures of the CsTeV and LM phases with contact time: 4.8 s, mass of catalyst: 2 g, composition of the reaction mixture:
iBu/O2/H2O/N2 = 27/13.5/10/49.5; AcA: acetic acid, MAA: methacrylic acid, MA: methacrolein.

Catalyst T (�C) Conversion (%) Selectivity (%) Yield (%)

CO CO2 AcA MAA MA Isobutene MAA + MA

LM 361 1.7 9 8 Trace – – 83 –
CsTeV 345 14.9 11 13 8 56 12 – 10.1

369 19.0 15 18 9 49 8 – 10.8
CsTeV/LM (80/20) 312 10.1 3 8 4 77 8 – 8.5

345 16.1 9 12 9 62 8 – 11.2
369 18.0 13 15 8 57 7 – 11.5

CsTeV/LM (70/30) 312 11.0 6 4 7 69 14 – 9.1
345 17.2 11 10 12 57 12 – 11.7
369 18.8 14 12 13 51 10 – 11.5

CsTeV/LM (50/50) 315 11.1 5 3 6 72 13 – 9.4
358 17.8 10 11.5 13 54 12 – 11.4
368 18.5 12 12 15 49 11 – 11.1
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The partially substituted lanthanum molybdate (LMV, 5 mol% of
vanadium) tested with a diluted feedstock appeared as poorly ac-
tive as the pure LM phase but very selective to isobutene (Table
2). This phase, obtained with different specific surface areas, has
been tested in mixture with the CsTeV phase in different condi-
tions used in the patents (Table 2). First, it can be observed that
in conditions closed but not exactly the same as those used for
mixture with LM, a synergetic effect was observed as previously
with the LM phase. The best yields in MA and MAA have been ob-
tained with the most diluted charge (iBu/O2/H2O/N2 = 10/10/10/
70). In this case, the activity of the phase mixtures remained high
Table 2
Catalytic performances with the mechanical mixtures of the CsTeV and LAMOX (LM or LM
compositions of the reaction mixture. LMV1 specific surface area 6.0 m2g�1, LMV2 specific
methacrylic acid, MA: methacrolein.

Catalyst iBu/O2/H2O/N2 Conversion (%) Selectivity (%)

CO CO

LMV1 10/10/10/70 3.5 1 1
CsTeV/LMV1 10/10/10/70 21 17 13
CsTeV 40/20/10/30 17.5 10 11
CsTeV/LMV1 40/20/10/30 16 8 11
CsTeV/LMV2 40/20/10/30 9.5 20 25
CsTeV/LMV3 40/20/10/30 11.5 13 10
although it has a tendency to decrease with the LMV1 content.
However, the selectivity to MAA and MA was stronger (Fig. 2).
The CsTeV/LMV1 (50/50) catalyst tested in such conditions was
among the most efficient catalysts for that reaction compared to
those proposed in the patent literature [9–11]. The mixtures with
the LMV2 and LMV3 phases presenting respectively a higher and
a lower specific surface area (LMV2 with 11.8 m2g�1and LMV3
with 0.5 m2g�1) were less active although more active than the
CsTeV pure sample with equivalent mass. A synergetic effect was
taking place but was much less intense. In the case of the phase
mixture with LMV3, a large amount of CsTeV phase was not
V) phases (50/50) at 360 �C with contact time: 6 s, mass of catalyst: 2 g, and different
surface area 11.8 m2g�1, LMV3 specific surface area 0.5 m2g�1; AcA: acetic acid, MAA:

Yield (%)

2 AcA MAA MA Isobutene

trace – – 98 –
11 57 2 – 12.4
11 61 7 – 11.9

6 71 3 – 11.8
29 24 2 – 8.0
15 54 8 – 8.0
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supported and sintered whereas in the case of the LMV2, the sup-
porting effect should be less efficient since the relative particle
sizes of the two phases got closer and were not optimal. Further-
more in this last case a large part of the LMV2 particles were not
coated and were active to oxidize the MAA and MA formed on
the CsTeV phase to CO and CO2. This explains why the selectivity
to MAA and MA strongly decreased (Table 2). In all cases, the cat-
alysts properties appeared very stable with time in reactions
conditions.

The phase mixtures have been characterized by X-ray diffrac-
tion before and after the catalytic testing. The patterns did not
show any modification of the phase compositions or crystallinity
after the co-grinding and testing. As an example, the X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns of the CsTeV-LM (50/50) phase mixture recorded be-
fore and after catalytic test are given in Fig. 3. The samples have
also been studied by the Raman spectroscopy to try to detect sur-
face modifications. The spectra recorded before and after catalytic
testing were comparable and exhibited the same bands (Fig. 4).
These bands corresponded to those characteristic of the Keggin-
type alkali salt (991 cm�1: ms Mo = Od, 974 cm�1: mas Mo = Od
Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of the CsTeV-LM (50/50) phase mixture before (a)
and after (b) catalytic test. .: La2Mo2O9. The patterns have been indexed up to
32�(2h).

Fig. 4. Raman spectra of the CsTeV-LM (80/20) compound recorded before (a) and
after (b) catalytic test at 360 �C.
962 cm�1: ms P–O 880 cm�1: mas Mo–Ob–Mo) and to new peaks at
1024, 1008, 844, 790, 732, 676, 628, 545, 495, 306, 283, and
183 cm�1 attributed to capped heteropolyanions bonds vibrations
[5]. After catalytic testing, the catalysts should be more reduced
(change in color from green to darker) and Mo5+–Mo6+ charge
transfers in the Keggin unit enhanced. Since these charge transfers
induced a Raman resonance, the bands related to the capped an-
ions appeared stronger. The LM phase peaks were not detected in
the spectra. This may certainly be related to the covering of the
LM particles by the CsTeV ones.

4. Discussion

Synergetic effects between phases in heterogeneous oxidation
catalysis may have different origins and it is difficult to unambig-
uously attribute it to one of those [12]. In our case, the character-
ization made by XRD and Raman spectroscopy after catalytic test
did not show any chemical reaction between the phases. Further-
more, a bifunctional catalysis, with one phase catalyzing the oxida-
tive dehydrogenation of isobutane and the other one catalyzing the
oxidation of the formed isobutene cannot be retained as the main
origin since the LM phase is very selective to isobutene but almost
inactive. It restricts the possibilities of explanation to the forma-
tion of a coherent interface between the phases leading to a sup-
porting effect.

It has been observed that the specific surface areas of hetero-
polycompounds when tested in oxidation reactions strongly de-
creased after testing. Such sintering effect, which is taking place
systematically during the first hours on stream when the reaction
temperature exceeds 300 �C, explains the strong decrease in the
activity of this type of catalysts generally observed when the cata-
lysts start to be tested. This phenomenon was also taking place for
the pure CsTeV phase in the oxidation of isobutane during the first
hours on stream (Fig. 5). The evolution after catalytic testing of the
specific surface areas of the CsTeV and LM phases and their 50/50
phase mixture has been compared (Table 3). First, it can be ob-
served that the specific surface area of the phase mixture prepared
Fig. 5. Evolution of conversion as a function of time on stream for the CsTeV
catalyst tested in standard conditions at 350 �C.



Table 3
BET surface area of the compounds before and after catalytic testing.

Compound Before testing (m2g�1) After testing (m2g�1)

CsTeV 22.0 11.4
LM 5.2 5.0
CsTeV-LM (50/50) 14.5 (13.6)a 13.2

a Theoretical value.

Table 4
Intrinsic rate of isobutane conversion on the heteropolycompound (CsTeV) and the
(50–50) phase mixture with lanthanum molybdate (CsTeV + LM). For the calculations,
specific surface areas measured after catalytic test have been considered with the
hypothesis that the surface area of the LM phase was not modified in the reaction
conditions. Contact time: 4.8 s, mass of catalyst: 2 g, composition of the reaction
mixture: iBu/O2/H2O/N2 = 27/13.5/10/49.5.

Catalyst T (�C) Rate of isobutane conversion
(108 mol�1 m�2)

Rate of isobutane conversion
ð108 mol�1 m�2

CsTeVÞ

CsTeV 369 3.73 3.73
CsTeV-LM 368 3.12 3.84
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by co-grinding corresponded approximately to the average of those
of the pure phases. Furthermore, only a small decrease in the spe-
cific surface area is observed for the phase mixture after catalytic
testing, whereas the surface area of the pure CsTeV compound
was divided by 2. This result explains why the phase mixtures have
an activity comparable to that of the pure CsTeV phase with up to
50% of LM. Indeed, if we hypothesize that the specific surface area
of the phase mixture after catalytic test corresponds to the
weighted sum of the specific surface area of the constituting
phases as it is the case before catalysis, and that the surface of
the LM phase in the phase mixture was not modified in the reac-
tion conditions as it is the case when it is tested alone, the surface
area of the CsTeV phase in the phase mixture after catalytic test
can be evaluated and the intrinsic rate of isobutane conversion
per square meter of CsTeV phase calculated. It appears that it is
approximately the same as that calculated for the pure CsTeV
phase (Table 4). The selectivity set is also comparable, which is
in agreement with the hypothesis since it is the same active sites
in comparable number that are exposed to the reactants.

To support the obtained results, a CsTeV-LM (70-30) sample has
been characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 6). The
comparison of the SEM micrographs recorded before and after cat-
alytic testing clearly showed large particles covered with very
small spherical-shaped particles. The first one should correspond
Fig. 6. MEB images of the CsTeV/LM (70/30) phase mixture before (left) and after
(right) catalytic test in standard conditions at 350 �C.
to the LM phase and the second to the CsTeV phase. No modifica-
tion of the morphology was observed after catalytic testing, which
tends to confirm the hypothesis.

This support effect explains the catalytic results obtained. The
decrease in active phase mass in the catalysts is balanced by the
absence of sintering of the later phase. The positive effect on the
selectivity to MAA and MA is more difficult to explain. it may be
hypothesized that the small size of the active CsTeV particles al-
lows better thermal exchanges with the gas phase avoiding hot
spot on the catalysts, thus avoiding over-oxidation. The lanthanum
molybdate may also be involved. Although it is not very active, it is
very selective to isobutene which is an intermediate of the reac-
tion; this may have a direct positive effect on the selectivity since
isobutene is very selectively transformed into MAA and MA over
the CsTeV catalysts, but also an indirect effect since isobutene oxi-
dation will help to maintain the polyoxometallate phase in a more
reduced state, which has been shown to be beneficial to the selec-
tivity in MAA and MA [13]. With such synergetic effect, there
Fig. 7. Crystal structure of b-La2Mo2O9 (and of La2Mo1.9V0.1O8.95): (a) projection
along (100) of the structural framework built up from [O1La3Mo(V) in green] anti-
tetrahedra (La corners in blue, Mo(V) in pink) with partially occupied sites O2 (faded
yellow) and O3 (faded red) inserted in the tunnels; (b) projection of the cationic
arrangement along (111) threefold symmetry axis, with a highlighted La3+

hexagonal sublattice; (c) isolated La hexagonal array.
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should be an optimal ratio between the LM and CsTeV particle
sizes and in the case of the low surface area LMV sample, a lot of
CsTeV particles in the 50/50 phase mixture are not mainly stuck
to the LMV surface and sintered.

A question that remains is what is specific to the LM phase to
allow this support effect, which has never been observed with
other phases.

The structure of b-La2Mo2O9 is rather difficult to describe as
usual in terms of cationic coordination polyhedra. This is due to
the fact that two out of three oxide sites are only partially occupied
(O2 et O3). The structure can better be described in terms of anio-
nic coordination anti-polyhedra [14] (Fig. 7a). The site O1 fully
occupied is surrounded by four cations, 3 La3+ + 1 Mo6+. These
Fig. 8. (a) Structure of the CsTeV compound, (a) (PMo12O40) Keggin-type hetero-
polyanions capped by vanadyl cations (green), (b) anionic arrangement in the (111)
plane of the cubic cesium salt. The capping cations have been omitted for the clarity
of the figure; (c) Isolated P hexagonal array.
[O1La3Mo] anti-tetrahedra are connected to each other by La cor-
ners forming a 3D network in green in Fig. 7a. Atoms in O2 and
O3 are located in the channels formed by this network. As it can
be seen, Mo and its substituent (V) point out toward inside the
channels. When the structure is observed along the (111) direction
(see Fig. 7b and c), the complex arrangement of La3+ cations is built
up from the interweaving of hexagonal sublattices, one of which is
highlighted as larger blue spheres in Fig. 7b. The LMV phase crys-
tallizes in this b structural type with room temperature cubic
parameter 0.71458 nm [15].

The structure of he CsTeV compound can be described as an
arrangement of (PMo12O40) anions capped with Te and VO cations
with Cs and protons as counter-cations. The (PMo12O40) anions
have the well-known a-Keggin structure composed of a central tet-
rahedral PO4 surrounded by 12 edge-sharing metal-oxygen MoO6.
The surface of the a-Keggin assembly exhibits four cavities defined
by eight-membered (Mo4O4) rings where the (VO)2+ and Te4+ cat-
ions are located. One of these cavities (or two opposite to produce
idealized point symmetry) is occupied. The oxidation state of vana-
dium and tellurium cations has been demonstrated to be 4+ and
the pyramidal geometries of the sites are likewise consistent with
Fig. 9. Fit between the P array in CsTeV (red dots and dotted lines) and the La array
in LMV (blue circles and dashed lines) along the 3 main cubic directions of both
lattices: (a) along (111) with covering rate 50% and misfit 8.74%; (b) along (110)
with covering rate 40% and misfit 8.74%; (c) along (100) with covering rate 28.6%
and misfit 8.70%. Note that the P lattice is either slightly expanded (a and b) or
slightly contracted (c) relative to the La lattice.
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Te4+ and (VO)2+ centers with the stereochemically active lone pair
and the vanadyl oxygen, respectively, occupying the vacant apical
site (in green in Fig. 8a) [5]. To balance charges in the capped an-
ions, molybdenum cations are reduced. But it has not been possible
to determine the extent of reduction of Mo in the capped anions
neither whether the anions are single or bi-capped or both.

The mixed proton and cesium salt crystallized with a cubic cell
with cell parameter equal to 1.1824 nm [5]. The structure of the
cubic cesium salt in the (111) plane is presented in Fig. 8b with
the P arrays in this plane. P atoms being in central position in
the Keggin anions, this array can be considered that of the Keggin
anions.

Interestingly, when La arrays in the LMV phase and the P (Keg-
gin-type anions) arrays in the cesium phosphomolybdic salt struc-
tures are superimposed, a good fit was obtained (Fig. 9).
Presumably OH surface basic sites bound to the La cations are
substituted by phosphomolybdic anions leading to strong and
coherent boundaries between lattices of the two phases and to
the stabilization of the salt particles at the surface of the lantha-
num molybdate. The ‘‘covering rate”, defined as the total number
of matching atoms over the total number of atoms in the P and
La arrays, is larger in the (111) plane (50%) than in the (110)
and in the (100) planes (40% and 28.6%, respectively). The misfits
between the arrays have been calculated in terms of difference of
unit cell surface determined by the La and P arrays. These misfits
were of about 8%, which is not small but could still lead to efficient
boundary conditions [16]. The phosphomolybdic particles are
much smaller than the lanthanum molybdate particles and the sur-
face contact is limited which should allow relaxing the misfit accu-
mulated. Furthermore, the structure of the salt could easily absorb
the local lattice strain generated by the misfit.

The lanthanum molybdate would thus play a role of support for
the polyoxometallate active-phase particles, avoiding their sinter-
ing in the reaction conditions and consequently maintaining their
high catalytic activity. Although it is not clear yet if it is because of
the intrinsic properties of the lanthanum molybdate or if it is re-
lated to the supporting effect, the selectivity of the catalysts ap-
peared improved. It is also the case for the stability of the
catalyst, which was already high for the pure active phase [5].

5. Conclusion

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1. Very efficient catalysts for the oxidation of isobutane can be
prepared by mechanically mixing a phosphomolybdic polyoxo-
metallate with cesium tellurium and vanadyl as counter-cat-
ions, and a lanthanum molybdate either pure or with
molybdenum partially substituted by vanadium, which is
poorly active and mainly selective to isobutene.

2. The synergetic effect observed between the two phases has
been explained by a support effect. The heteropolycompound
particles, which are much smaller than the lanthanum molyb-
date ones, are evenly adsorbed on the laters avoiding their sin-
tering, which occurs during the first hours under stream. With
up to 50% of lanthanum molybdate in the phase mixtures, the
activity of the catalyst remained almost the same as that of
the pure phosphomolybdic polyoxometallate whereas the
selectivity to MAA and MA slightly increased. The observed cat-
alytic properties also appeared very stable with time.

3. The support effect avoiding the sintering of the active phase
particles can tentatively be explained by the existence of coher-
ent phase boundaries between the two phases and more specif-
ically the La array in the lanthanum molybdate and the Keggin
unit array in the polyoxometallate salt. These fits should help
for the development of a stronger bonding between the parti-
cles enhancing the anchorage of the polyoxometallate particles
at the surface of the lanthanum molybdate. This type of syner-
getic effect had never been reported in catalytic oxidation reac-
tion for which most of the time it is the spreading of one phase
on the other which is at the origin of a synergetic effect.
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